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WHITENESS OPERATES ON A
CONTINUUM THAT IMPACTS
ONES EXPERIENCE WITH
PRIVILEGE AND OPPRESSION
DEPENDENT ON THEIR
PERCEIVED RACIAL IDENTITY.
THE CONCEPT SPEAKS TO THE
OPERATION OF STRUCTURAL
INEQUALITIES, AND THE
CONCEPT OF WHITENESS IS
LABELLED AFTER ITS ORIGINS.
ALSO KNOWN AS ITS MOST
VIOLENT BENEFICIARY.

 

 We know we aren’t the only ones caught off guard by 2020’s series of

events; and with our most recent shift - we’ve returned our focus to the

normalized State of Emergency that has taken the life of more Black

bodies than all of COVID 19 casualties combined.

 

For this reason alone, we will pause discussions around Black business

development and culture. The delicacy that will be used to carry out

this discussion is in consideration of the Black bodies who have been

exposed to the graphic, traumatic and violent attacks against their

community globally; the non Black readers looking to further

understandings around the function of Whiteness; and those  who are

trying to imagine a future beyond this historic social eruption.

 

The Wretched of the Earth by Franz Fanon is a personal favourite

(thank you Joshua Lamers for the recommendation!). It's deep dive

analysis into the function of Whiteness and its reproduction of

colonialism, oppression and violence aged like fine wine when

considering the uproar we are now seeing today as a result of

police brutality. Since April 15th 2020 UoFT professor Dr Tanya L.

Sharpe has been hosting 30 @ 8:30 Instagram Lives and Zoom



Many of the discussions that

have been, and continue to be

held on this platform

introduces several

perspectives from different

guest speakers. The incredible

approach of this platform

combines research and

experience to hold

opinionated, authentic and

emotional discussions. I found

the most recurring theme

through the different

narratives was the acceptance

that racialized inequality has

existed since the first

European found their way

onto Indigenous soil. This

results in COVID-19 amplifying

the systemic oppression faced

by racialized communities,

and as we’ve seen - especially

Black communities. And so,

how does this play out in

individual lived experiences?

Which lives are the most

vulnerable? And, Which lives

are left unprotected?

Essentially, Whiteness is the

active motion of colonial

racism. As expected, the

relationship formed between

the colonized (Black,

Indigenous & racialized

bodies) and colonizer (White

bodies) is infused with

trauma(s) and reinforced with

violence. This positions Black

bodies specifically, to

experience life in a constant

state of survival mode: as an

“anxious antennae waiting to

pick up the hostile signals of a

racially divided world” (Fanon,

ix)- and rightfully so. As a

result, Black bodies have

developed a very intuitive and

strategic ‘visceral intelligence’

that navigates their survival of

the body and spirit (Fanon, ix).

To every extent we have to

understand that the economic

infrastructure of capitalism is

ultimately the superstructure

(Fanon, xx) that fuels racialized

oppression.

sessions brought to us by the C.R.I.B. Community

(The Centre for Research and Innovation for Black

Survivors of Homicide Victims). “A space..a place if

you will..if we could just hold the space every

week for 30mins for some of our most vulnerable

populations impacted by COVID19”  - Tanya L.

Sharpe, EP03.1.

 



Whiteness is the active function of colonial racism. It operates on a

continuum that distributes power based on one's proximity to

whiteness and white bodies.

 

This creates a power structure between the colonized (Black bodies)

and colonizer (white bodies), this relationship is structured to thrive

at the expense of the colonized.

 

The trauma endured by the colonized then forces Black bodies to

adapt behaviours and strategies for preserving one's physical and

mental self: survival.

 

The impact of being in a constant state of survival mode produces

colonized bodies, Black bodies, to have a heightened awareness of

their racial presence and positioning in society. Forcing them to then

to develop and enact strategic behaviours that preserve their mental,

spiritual and physical existence. 

 

It is this heightened awareness that also creates an entire community

that is exceptionally acute to their injustice, experiences with

violence, and inequality. For this very reason, being in survival mode

also entails one be constantly ready for attacks directed to them and

their communities.

 

 

 

 

To make it simple
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Bodies who exist in this state is who Franz Fanon refers to as The

Wretched of the Earth: “the colonized, who are often devoid of a

public voice, [must] resort to dreaming, imagining, acting out,

embedding the reactive vocabulary of violence and retributive justice

in their bodies and psyches” (Fanon, xx).

 

This historic eruption will characterize the year 2020, and years that

follow thereafter. It will be led by The Wretched of the Earth “as the

colonized man [begins to] liberate himself in and through violence”

(Fanon, xl). Tactics typically imposed onto Black bodies, will now be

used to reclaim, redistribute and neutralize the abuse of power

experienced throughout all North American nations - specifically the

abuse produced against Black and Indigenous bodies.So what’s to

come?All one can fight and hope for is change.

 

Stay safe & Stay Healthy

 

The BlackExecs Team
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